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SUMMARY 

Accident reports, field evaluations, state police and highway engineer ques- 
tionnaire replies, and other data sources were used to conduct a general study of 
accidents involving highway bridges in Virginia• The bridges included in the study 
were divided into three groups° These were: (a) Arterial and primary system 
bridges, (b) interstate system bridges, and (c) draw and swing span bridges, 

Several geometric type characteristics were found to predominate at many 
of the arterial and primary system bridges investigated, On interstate bridges poor 
surface conditions were found to prevail during a significantly high number of acci- 
dents, and rear end collisions proved to be a significant problem on several toll draw 
or swing span structures• A more detailed listing of these and other findings are 
summarized under the conclusions of the report• 

The upgrading of existing bridge rail-approach guardrail systems, widening 
of certain narrow roadway width bridges, and certain precautionary considerations 
for use during planning and design are among a number of recommendations offered 
at the end of the report• 
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INTRODUCTION 

Highway accidents can be divided into a number o£ categories such as "head 
on", "•ixed object", "pedestrian", etc• bv• nature o[ the coll•.s•on involved° Acci.= 
dents which can be included in the general fixed object category accounted [or' a 

substantial proportion o• the total acci.dents occurring on. the Virginia interstate, 
arterial and primary systems during the period 1966 1969 (Table I)o Furthermore, 
accidents involving •ixed objects are generally more severe than those i•n other cate.- 

gories as indicated by the consistently higher proportion of deaths as compared to the 
proportion of accidents° Based on an average over the four-.year peri.od (1966 1969), 
25° 1% of the accidents were of the fixed object type whereas 30° 9% oi t.he• deaths were 

associ•ated with this type accident• 

TABLE I* 

COMPARISON OF FIXED OBJECT AND TOTAL ACCIDF•NT 
STATISTICS FOR THE VIRGINIA INTERSTATE, ARTERIAL 
AND PRIMARY HIGHWAY SYSTEMS, 1966.=1969(1,2,3,4) 

Year Fixed Object Accidents All Accidents % o• 
all 

Acrid. Killed Injured....A_c•i•. !.Ki!led. In•ured Arc. 
No., No•0 No. Noo No. No• 

1966 8,347 197 4,079 34,502 665 15,958 24• 2% 
1967 8,408 215 4,102 33,870 736 1.6,317 24° 8% 
1968 9,182 226 4,578 36,802 726 17,532 24°9% 
1969 10,755 255 40,816 760 26• 3% 

Average 25• 1% 

% of 
all 

Ace° Deaths 

29°6% 
29•2% 
3• •% 
33°6% 

30.9% 
*Excludes accidents occurring on the Virgi•nta secondary highway system• 



Many of the factors contributing to the cause or severity of fixed object acci- 
dents are beyond the control of highway engineers and administrators.. In a study of 
single vehicle accidents, for example, Baker(5) reported that driver related con- 

tributing factors were associated with 44.5% of the accidents; vehicle contributing 
factors, 19.9%; and road factors, 18.3%. The significance of this type information 
lies not in the fact that roadway factors contribute the least toward accidents, but 
that human errors, mechanical failures, and adverse environmental conditions are 
virtually inevitable. Recognizing these realities, the highway engineer can contribute 
toward reducing the severity of many accidents resulting from basic causes other than 
the roadway itselL Accordingly, the fixed object accident has emerged as an area_ 
where significant contributions to highway safety can be made through design innova- 
tions and correction of obsolescent roadways. 

One of the most formidable of the various types of fixed objects is the highway 
bridge structure. The general severity of collisions associated with bridge structures 

on Virginia's interstate, arterial, and primary systems is indicated from the data 
presented in Table II. By expressing accident severity for any given year and type of l•ighway 
system (or systems) in the form of a Severity Index (SI) the data from Tables I and II 

can be illustrated more vividly. Thus, for any general type of accident, if we define 

where, 

D 
SI =•-A 

P 

SI Severity Index, 

Dp Proportion of persons killed (percent), 

Ap Proportion of all accidents (percent), 

the relative severity of accidents involving highway bridges becomes more apparent 
as shown in Figure 1. In this figure the average severity of all accidents of all types 
on any given highway system would have a SI of unity. Comparatively, then, general 
fixed object accidents are more severe than average; and accidents involving bridges 
are roughly twice as severe as the average accident over the four-year period illustrated. 

To combat the severity of accidents involving structures recent Virginia bridge 
designs have incorporated the "General Motors" type safety parapet wall(6) with the 
approach roadway guardrail anchored to the face of the wall at each end of the structure, 
and the full roadway shoulder width is now carried across new bridges whenever.it is 
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feasible to do soo An electronically controlled ice warning device(7) has been 
installed at one hazardous bridge location(8) and similar installations are sched- 
u.led for nineteen other bridges on the interstate system° In concert with, this 
progress the present study was undertaken in an effort to identify some of the 
factors which might contribute to accidents involving highway bridges° 

TABLE II 

ACCIDENTS INVOLVING BRIDGES ON VIRGINIA'S 
INTERSTATE, ARTERIAL AND PRIMARY 

HIGHWAY SYSTEMS* 

Year Interstate Highways Arter•,al, and Primary Highwa 
Proportion Propo:rti•on [I --P•)•,•ti• 6roportion 

of all of all [[ of all of all 
Accidents, Persons Killed, [1 Accidents, Persons .Killed, 
Percent Pereen--------• t• II Pereent Percent 

1967 3•2 6°8 [[ I,•5 2•9 
1968 2, 7 5• 1 [] 1• 4 3• 7 
1969 3ol 9,0 ]] 1•.5 3•0 

Average 3,2 7,1 
•.-- "•" 

*Data developed from statistics obtained from References (1), (2), (3) and (4)• 



Arterial & Primary 
Bridges 

Interstate Bridges 

1966 1967 1968 

Figure 1. Relative severity of accidents invol•ng 
bridge structures an• fixed objects. 



PURP OSE A ND SC OP E 

Recognizing that "accidents occur as a result of a complex combination of a 

variety of factors", the Research Section of the Highway Safety Action Program (9) 
calls for research to assist in the identification of conditions which tend to be 
associated with accidents° In addition, the Engineering Section of the Program(10) 
calls for more specific attention to be given to relating the frequency of accidents 
to engineering features, As an effort in these two areas, and with respect to high- 
way bridges, the general purposes of this study were: 

To evaluate the usefulness of Virginia's standard accident 
report information for studying accidents involving specific 
roadway structures such as bridges; 

2• to identify some of the bridge sites in Virginia which have 
been involved in accidents, and to study these structures 
and their approach conditions to determine the frequency 
of occurrence of common geometrical and design charac• 
teristics; 

to identify some of the general geometrical, design, and 
physical factors which appear to contribute to accident 
frequency and/or severity at highway bri•dge sites, and 

4• to evaluate the general need for certain safety improvements 
at some of the existing (and perhaps •uture) bridge sites •n 
Virginia° 

The scope o• the study was limited t,o accidents a• br•idge site, s on the inte• 
state, arterial, and primary h•ghway systems• The accidents studied were l•mited 
primarily to those which were reported during 1966, In some iusiances, as w•ll be 
noted where applicable, data for years other than 1966 were used• 

The scope of the study precludes the likelihood that all of the most accident 
prone bridge locations would be identified• On a state•wide basis, however, 
corporating all the accidents involving bridges during 1966 plus the use o• other data 
sources as listed below should reveal features typical of many potentially hazardous 
bridge sites• 



DATA SOURC ES AND PROC EDURES 

The following data sources were used in the study. 

lo The standard form (SR300) accident reports which are processed 
through the Virginia Department of Highways Traffic and Safety 
Division. 

Questionnaire replies submitted by the six Virginia State Police 
divisions. 

3• Questionnaire replies submitted by the Virginia Department of 
Highways district offices° 

Engineering and geometric data obtained from the original road- 
way plans for-a select group of interstate highway bridge sites 
involved in accidents during 1966o 

General physical and geometric data obtained from field inspections 
of a number of arterial and primary system bridge sites randomly 
selected from a list of bridges compiled from data sources 1, 2, 
and 3 above. 

The information from each accident report was reduced to a more compact 
form which included a description of the accident, its location, and environmental, 
driver, roadway, and vehicle conditions° From these data a number of bridge sites 
were revealed which had several accidents during 1966o For those sites that appeared 
to have an unusually high number of accidents, accident reports for years other than 
1966 were reviewed. 

In order to utilize the experiences of state police officers and the district high- 
way field engineers, questionnaires were mailed to each of the six state police divisions 
and eight highway districts. The same questionnaires, which were limited to two gen- 
eral but broad requests, were mailed to each organization° The first request asked 
the respondent to list those bridges in his area which, in his view, had been the scene 
of more than a normal number of accidents, and to provide any information possible 
regarding those sites listed. The second request solicited any general remarks or 

suggestions that the respondent wished to make regarding hazardous conditions at 
bridge sites. The results from these two groups of questionnaires were summarized 
and incorporated in the study. 

Using the information from the accident reports and the questionnaire replies 
a list of bridge sites was compiled, and thirty arterial and primary system bridges 
were randomly, selected for field inspection° 
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Since interstate highways carry controlled access traffic and the bridges 
have generally been constructed to relatively high design standards, these structures 

were separated from those on the arterial and primary systems, For a select group 
of the interstate bridges (those involved in more than two accidents during 1966), 
engineering and geometric data were obtained from the original roadway plans for 
study, 

The draw and swing span type structures were also reviewed separately since 
such factors as traffic delays due to toll collections or span openings and unique phovs 
ical characteri, stics, rendered this group distinctly dil•ferent •rom the more t•vpi•cal 
highway bridges, 

RESULTS 

Accident Report and Questionnaire Evaluation 

Evaluation of Accident Report Data 

It was not known at the outset of the study how useful the standard accident re- 
port information would be for studying accidents involving bridges• Consequently, one 
of the objectives of the study was to evaluate the report as a data source, and to offer 
suggestions which might enhance.its value in any future study of speci, fic roadway 
features, 

The Virginia accident report supplies a basic description of the location of an 
accident and can be used to designate by means ot• a check list such factors as the 
weather, light, driver, vehicle, alignment and road surface conditions• The weak,- 
nesses o• check list systems have been noted by Garrett and Tharp, (11) who point 
out that such systems are often not satisfactory for describing the actual conditions 
at the scene of an accident° Furthermore, even the information recorded may be 
ambiguous or misleading to an analyst attempting to make use of the data° On the other 
hand, the Virginia report form is used by anyone reporting an accident whether it be an 
investigating officer or an individual involved in the accident• For general usage of this 
type, the report should not be too complex or confusing so improving its format 
would not be a simple matter• It is likely that the present form has served to supply 
much ini0rmation that otherwise would have gone unreported• Garrett and Tharp 
concluded from their work, however, that typical accident reports must be used with 
caution since the majority are completed by the most biased reporter the driver° 
They further concluded that the data collection forms and procedures do not meet 
research requirements and the reporting is not complete° Experience from the 
present study has not indicated an exception to these general conclusions• 



To be of maximum value to roadway research and design accident data should 
be relatable to physical and geometric parameters. The section o• the Virginia re- 

port best suited to supply much of this type of quantitative data appears to be the 
diagram and descript].on of the accident• The quantity and quality of the information 
currently supplied in this section var•es some diagrams are very good, others 
are rough or incomplete, and some are omitted entirely° While reports completed 
by the state police officers are usually superior to those completed by investigating 
officers of other agencies and by •nvolved individuals, seldom is quantitative data 
whether approximate or exact supplied by either° 

For general studies such as the present one, the typical accident report supplies 
useful information, but this must be supplemented by data obtained by other means° For 

more specific research objectives accident records more detailed than those currently 
available would be necessary° It is therefore suggested that for possible future studies 
of roadway structures the addi•tional accident information listed in Appendix A be ob- 
tained whenever possible° 

It would be impracti•cal to complete all accident reports in such a manner as to 
maximize their usefulness to research• Since analysis ot• a limited sampling of acci• 
dent data has been recogni•zed( 11, 12) 

as sufficient for most research purposes, the 
extra data suggested •on Appendix A should be collected only for special studies of 
accidents involving highway structures• The geographic area of coverage could also 
be limited to one or two state police divisions° In this manner accident investigation 
procedures and techniques, and supplemental data collection and analysis, could be 
more efficiently coordinated° Wh•le some oi the additional accident information 
suggested could be routinely recorded without much additional effort, it was not a 

purpose of this study to recommend changes in current general practices° If changes 
are considered, however, additi•onal data such as that suggested would enhance the 
value of accident :reports for roadway research purposes° 

Evaluation of Questionnaire Rep_•es 

Virginia is divided into six state police divisions and replies to the question- 
naires described earlier were received •rom each division° A total of 69 bridge sites 
were listed by the state police as being hazardous locations. Comments regarding the 
factors which the officers felt contributed to hazardous conditions were made on all the 
sites listed° Only •our of the sites were interstate bridges with one being the Route 495 
Woodrow Wilson draw bridge over the Potomac River. (Note, however, that a number 
of interstate bridges have been constructed subsequent to this study, and, consequently, 
are not included• All the remaining si.tes are on the primary system, and three o• 
these are major toll tacil}ty draw or swing span type structures. Since the toll struc- 
tures represent a unique situati•on, poli•ce comments on these facilities will be included 
later in the report. 



Seven of the eight highway districts submitted replies to the inquiry but only 
six d•stricts listed specific structures as requested. A total of 79 bridge sites were 

designated and specific comments were made on 50, (63%) of the sites, While some 

sites were identical to those designated by the state police, most were different, The 
vast majority were on the primary system, and none of the toll. facilities were listed 
since these structures are not under the jurisdiction of the district highway offices, 

Table III summarizes the factors which the police officers and engineers 
mentioned most frequently as contributing to accidents at certain bridge locations° The 
three most frequently mentioned contributing factors were: (a) Bridge roadway too 

narrow, (b) curved approach roadway alignment, and (c) curved bridge alignment• It 
is interesting to note that the order of these three factors in Table III is the same for 
each reporting group° Nearly half the bridges commented upon by each group were 
felt to have inadequate roadway width° Curved approach and curved bridge alignment 
were cited as factors contributing to hazardous conditions at 20% to 28% of the sites 
commented upon, The combined effects of restricted bridge roadway width and curved 
approach roadway alignment or curved bridge alignment were cited in approximately 
half the cases where curvature was considered a contributing factor• Other factors of 
accord between the two groups were downhill approach and inadequate vertical clear- 
ance conditions, which were mentioned in 4% to 12% of the cases cited° 

TAB LE III 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO ACCIDENTS AT BRIDGE SITES 
(Summarized from State Police and Highway Engineer Questionnaire Replies) 

Type of Contributing Factor State Police Officers 

Bridge roadway too narrow* 
Curved approach roadway* 
Bridge curved* 
Intersection adjacent to bridge 
Approach lane drop and 

transitions at bridge 
Downhill approach* 
Snow and Ice 
Slippery when wet 
Inadequate vertical clearance 
Insufficient curve elevation 
Rough approach & rough bridge 
Pedestrian crossing narrow bridge 

No. of 
bridges 

32 
19 
16 

8 

% of 
total 
bridges 
cited 

46 
28 
23 
12 

*The combined effects of these factors were frequently cited. 

Highway Engineers 
No. of 
bridges 

24 
Ii 
i0 

I 

% of 
total 

bridges 
cited** 

48 
22 
20 

2 

2 
12 

6 
2 

**The percentage of bridges is based on 50 sites which were commented on 

from a total of 79 sites listed by highway engineers. 



More subtle factors such as approach roadway lane drops and transitions, 
intersections adjacent to bridges, and snow and ice problems on bridge decks were 

cited much more frequently by police officers than by highway engineers. Approach 
roadway lane reductions and transitions at the entrances to some bridges were felt 
to contribute to the likelihood that fixed objects (bridge and guard rail, etc. would 
be involved in accidents° Intersections and interchange ramp connections adjacent 
to bridges were also cited as constituting a hazard since the bridge railings obstruct 
vision and entering and turning traffic increase the possibility of accidents involving 
collisions with the structure• Although the results summarized in Table III are sub- 
jective in nature, substantial support from the work of others(13,14,15, 16, 17) exists 
and will be discussed in more detail later° 

A general comparison of the two groups of questionnaire replies revealed 
several facts which might be expected but, nonetheless, are worthy of mention. First, 
actual on-the-scene accident investigation is one of the regular duties of police officers. 
Consequently, because of their experience, they appear more likely than most highway 
engineers to recognize roadway factors which might contribute to accident frequency 
and/or severity° Secondly, the replying engineers recognized and reported many of 
the bridge sites which have had abnormally high numbers of accidents; but some engi- 
neers appeared more inclined than the police officers to accept dri•ver errors as the 
basic cause of most accidents° 

The results of the questionnaire portion of the study indicate that when state 
police officers are queried about specific highway features, such as bridge sites, they 
often can direct attention to factors and trouble areas which otherwise would go un- 

noticed. It might be concluded that periodic formal meetings of limited scope between 
design engineers and the state police officers might help to define areas where new 
design criteria would be beneficial to roadway safety. 

Field Inspections and Evaluations 

Arterial and Prima rg System Bridg_e•. 

From the 1966 accident reports, 554 accidents occurring at arterial and pri- 
mary system bridge sites were reviewed. Along with the questionnaire replies, the 
accident reports were used to compile a list of accident prone locations° Field in- 
spections were made of thirty bridge sites randomly selected from this list, and the 
general nature of the alignment, grade, roadway widths, etc., were noted for each 
bridge and its approaches. A summary of the results of the field inspections is given 
in Table IVo 
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Geometrics 

The four most prevalent geometric factors found at the locations were: 
(1) Downhill approach conditions, (2) narrow bridge roadway widths, (3) curved 
approach roadway, and (4) entrances or intersections adjacent to the bridge. The 
order of the dominating factors is much the same as that summarized from the state 
police questionnaire replies with the exception of downhill approach conditions. 
Since most bridges cross streams in relatively low lying areas, downhill approach 
conditions might be expected to be a predominant feature of most locations° Only 
four (13%) of the sites were generally uphill in both directions of approach whereas 
seventeen (57%) were generally downhill in both directions of approach° Fifteen (68%) 
of the structures with downhill approaches had approach roadway curvature and (70%) 
of those with approach roadway curvature had narrow bridge roadway widths° All 
three of these factors were present at 50% of the sites with downhill approaches. Due 
to the combined nature of these factors it cannot be concluded that downhill approach 
would actually be the single most prevalent contributing factor° Considering the fact 
that snow and ice conditions existed during 21% of the accidents studied (Table V), 
however, it is probable that downhill gradients are often a contributing factor from 
this standpoint in addition to affecting vehicle speeds° Considered as an individual 
element, Kihlberg and Tharp(13) found gradients to be less significant than the pres- 
ence of factors such as curvature and intersectionso Thus, the high occurrence of 
combined geometrical factors at the sites surveyed in this study appears to be signif- 
icant since the likelihood of a bridge site having combined geometrical factors de- 
creases with increased numbers of factors involved° Similarly, only a small per- 
centage of all the arterial and primary bridges have intersections or pavement 
transitions immediately adjacent to the structure° Yet, intersections (or entrances) 
and pavement transitions were located at, respectively, 43% and 13% of the sites 
recorded in Table IV. 

TABLE V 

PRIMARY AND ARTERIAL BRIDGE ACCIDENTS WHERE 
SNOW AND ICE WERE PRESENT (1966) 

Surface Conditions 

Ice Present 

Snow Present 

Number of Accidents 

76 

39 

Total Accidents Studied 

TOTA LS 115 554 



Findings similar to those discussed above have been reported by Kihlberg and Tharp(13) who found that the presence of structures, curvature, gradients, and inter- 
sections generally have an inereas[.ng effect on aecf.dent rates• More significantly they 
found that combinations of any of these elements generated h•gher accident rates than 
the presence of individual el.ements•.. In add•.tion, the presence of curvature and strue• 
tures tended to have an i.nereasing effect on single vehicle aecf_dent rates• 

Referring again to Table IV, 85% of the 20 s•tes having approach roadway curva• 
ture were left curved alignment whereas only 45% we:•e curved to the right• Brown and 
Foster(I6) in a study of bridge acci.dents •.n New Zealand found that the right curved 
proach alignment contributed to three times more accid(.•nts ,at the left hand approach 
and bridge endpost• Since New Zealanders drive• on the left hand s•de of the road, the. 
analogous situate.on in the_ Uo S• would be the left curried approach condi.tion• Thus, the 
present study result is cons•.stent with that of the New Zealand st•dyo 

Bridges with narrow roadway widths particularly those with •dths equal to 
or less than the approach pavements have been. shown by others(14, 15) to be locations 
of high accident rates. Brown and Foster(16) found that 70% of the accidents occurred 
where the ratio of the bridge roadway width., WB, to app:t:oach roadway •dth, WR, 
(including the shoulder width) was • 0• 79. A similar rati.o could be determined on 19 
of the sites surveyed i.n this study° Seventeen, or 90%, of these had WB/'W R ratios less 
than 0• 79° Sixteen, or 84%, had ratf.os less than 0o 69, It f.s apparent: •hat many- older 
bridges eonsti.tute a potentf•al hazard due to narrow roadway wi.dthso 

Another geometric feature included in Table IV concerns limited si.ght distance 
on approaches, whi.eh is usually related to out;dated al•.gnments and gr•adientso Low 
verti•cal clearance was also found on several of the older through truss type? br•.dges, 
and i.s also a problem on some ra•.l.road underpasses° 

Bri•dge Approach Guardrai.1 

Sixty percent of the sites i.ncluded in Table• IV had no approach guardrail at all, 
and at all the remaining sites the guardcails were• not anchored or bolted to the ends of 
the bridge railing (or abutments)• In the former case, the ends of the bridge ra•.l.ings 
can be struck head on, and •n the latter ease any lateral displacement of the approach 
guardrail could also allow a vehicle to •mpact with the ends of the bridge railing° Olson, 
et al, (17) report, for example, that more than 50% of the 1966•67 fatal accidents involving 
bridge railing systems in Californi•a occurred at the ends of the bridge railings° Bridge 
ends not protected by an approach guardrail accounted for 34% of the fatalit•es whereas 
18% resulted from collisions w•.th end posts where the existing approach guardrail did 
not provide structural cont•nu•.ty with the b:r•.dge ra•l•.ng• Four of the five states surveyed 
by Olson reported that the h•ghest percentage of fatal•.ties i.n eoll•.s•.ons with bridge railing 



systems occurred at the ends of the bridge railings• Seventy percent of the fatal acci- 
dents occurred against the bridge endposts in the study conducted by Brown and Foster• (16) 

Considering the effects of other •actors from Table IV, 16 of the 18 bridges with 
no approach guardrail have narrow roadway widths and 11 of the 18 have approach curva• 
ture. Even where geometric type contributing factors are at a minimum, severe collisions 
with the ends of bridge railings somet•.mes occur° Figure 2, •or example, shows a pri- 
mary highway system bridge with a relatively flat grade, straight alignment, and few 
geometric complications° At approximately 0o 68, however, the WB/W R ratio is low and 
the ends of the rigid concrete rails are not protected by approach guardrailo Figure 3 
shows the results of a head on collision with the right hand end post of the same structure° 
Details of the accident, which occurred late at night, are lacking since the only occupant 
was killed• Approach guardrail may not have prevented •njury in this particular case, 
but it may have prevented a fatality. It is apparent that the severity of collisions with 
bridge endposts could be reduced at many locations •n Virginia by the installation of guard• 
rail systems particularly those that will provide structural continuity between the 
approach and bridge railings° Exposed ends of railroad abutment wingwalls at highway 
underpasses present a similar type problem at structures typical ot• numbers 29 and 30, 
Table IV• 

Case Studies 

Discussion of some case study examples can serve three purposes: (1) To indicate 
the general types of accidents that occur at some typical accident prone bridge sites, 
(2) to explore possible safety improvements at some of these locations, and (3) to illus- 
trate how on the site field inspections supplemented by accident report information can 
sometimes reveal roadway factors which could contribute to accidents° 

The first case study bridge has had a history of accidents one fatal and 
was recently involved in a sequence of collisions. When a narrow roadway width bridge 
is located within a passing opportunity section of a two lane highway such as that shown 
in Figure 4, collisions involving the bridge railings appear to occur more frequently 
than when this situation does not exist. This 22 ft. long, 23 fro clear roadway bridge 
was involved in a passing type accident in August 1969 when a westbound vehicle met an 
eastbound vehicle passing another eastbound vehicle° The westbound vehicle went into a 
skid to avoid the eastbound vehicles, crossed to the opposite side of the road, knocked 
out the east end of the bridge railing (Figure 5), and went over the edge of the structure. 
The railing was rebuilt but in March 1970 an eastbound vehicle, forced over by a passing 
vehicle, knocked out the west end of the same rai.ling (Figure 6). Subsequently, the 
rail was rebuilt, but in May 1970 an eastbound tractor-trailer, after being forced off the 
edge of the approach roadway, struck the same rail knocking it out entirely (Figure 7). 
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1•igure 2. View of bridge #3 in Table IV showing excellent alignment and 
sight distance characteristics but the restricted roadway width 
and exposed ends of the rigid concrete railing constitute a 
potential hazard. 

Figure 3. The results of a head-on collision with the right hand end post 
of the bridge shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure A narrc,,• ,•, :,::•: i•:,• :•:3 •,•:• d•b bridge located •tl•n a passing 
oppor'••:•v :::•,::• •:•:• •.• a •o •ane highway. An intersection 
is loca-•,ed-•:• •..••e •:'•t adjacent to the struc•res. (Bridge 

Figure 5. Close-+up view ,.>t' the bridge in I+'igure 4 showing temporary wooden rail wb•eb has been used to replace the knocked out east. en•:• ,:•i •he concrete rail. (Date of accident A•st .I 96 9• 



Figure 6. The same structure a• sho• in l•]gures 4 and 5. The east 
end of the concrete rail has been replaced and the west end 
subsequently knocked out. (Date of accident March 1970. 

Figure 7. The same structure as shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. Subse- 
quent to March 1970 the concrete rail was rebuilt but later 
knocked out entirely and a temporary wooden rail again 
installed. (Date of accident. May 1970.) 
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The rail was again rebuilt, and •.n N•)vember 1970 the (:,a.st end of the :railing on the 
opposite side of the road was knocked out (Fignare ,8.) by an, out of control eastbound 
vehicle° The last two aeei.dents were single veh•_ele p•coperty damage types and no 

reports were filed. (Details of the two accidents wer'e obtained from a resi.dent 
living adjacent to the bri•dge s]te•., In each oil' the two accidents, the steep slope off 
the edge of the ma•.n roadway pavement to the adjaeem i.nter. seet•,on may have been a 

eontr•buting factor (See F•gure 4!,,. The t•uck dr•i.ver, for' example, was unable to 
get the rear wheels of his trailer back onto the pa.x, ement to avo•,d hitting the bri•dge 
railing, Still another' vehicle lost com•[•ol by runn•.n•g off the pavement in the same 

area° Note also that the pavement; edge str.-'i,p•ng i,s di..scom•nued across the inter• 
seetion• Under eertai, n e•..reumstances th•s could •e a contz'J_.but•ng factor and is 
discussed further in a later' case smd•,•.• 

It is difficult to determine the iotal economic losses from. the series of accidents 
described since property damages are only esti•mated by the :cepot:'ter, some damages 
are not reported at all, and :medi•eal expenses ace unknowm A reasonable estimate of 
the property damages, whi.eh occur•:ed du:r'ing a 15.-month per'i, od, can be made as 

follows: 

Personal property damages on two r:'epor•ted acc•.deni:s 
Personal property damages on two un:r:'epor'ted acci•dems 
Four repairs of handr'a•,l a• a•'(•-•:r'age eosl of $4:32* each 

$3,000 
1,000 
1,728 

Total $5,728 

K medical costs, lost wages, (•tc•.,, we•:'c included •n ih• above c:sti.mate, the total 
economic losses would have been. higher', 

The second ease study bridge #6 tof Table IV) was very similar to bridge #1o 
It too was located on a two lane highway •.n a pass•.ng oppot:t•uni•ty area and had a narrow 
width, roadway° Aecordi.ng to the state pol•.ce q.uest•,onnai, re replies several accidents 
and one fatality have resulted from colli.sions at the site •,n recent: years. This 32 ft. 
1.ong structure, however, was r'eeently w•.dened by state forces from a 23 .ft. to a 40 
roadway width at a cost of $17,000:**, F•,gu:r,'e 9 shows a v•ew of the w•,dened structure. 

:*Average cost: fi.gu:re suppli, ed by R,, (l• Wa.,:'n¢:•.", Res•.den• Engineer, Virginia Department 
of Highways. 

**The cost figure for' this i.mprovement was p:•'ovi.ded by M:r'o L, Lo Mi.senheimer, Staunton 
District Bri.dge Engineer, Vi.:rgmi.a Departmem ot Hi.ghways,• 



Figure 8. The same structure as shown in Figures 4 through 7. Here 
the south rail has been rebuilt; the east end of the north, rail 
knocked out. (Date of accident November 1970. 

Figure 9. A 32 ft. span, 40 ft. roadway bridge which was widened from 

a 23 ft. roadway. As a secondary measure, an approach 
guardrail anchored to the bridge rail would further enhance 
this safety improvement. 
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Curves which can be used to forecast acci, dem, reductions and fatality•injury 
and property damage reductions through the widening of bridges have been developed 
by Jorgensen and Associates(18) and are shown in Figures 10 and 11, By extrap- 
olating the curve D 0 of Figure 10, it can be estimated that an average reduction 
in accidents of approximately 95% can be expected from the 17 fro widening of bridge 
#6, A similar reduction in property damages and injuries could be expected by 
extrapolation of the curves given in Figure 11o Benefit and cost estimates can be 
calculated for the widening improvement by usi•ng the methodology presented in 
reference 18o Thus, for an annual cost of $985 the widening of bridge #6 will yield 
estimated average annual benefits of $11,350 for a benefit to cost ratio of 11• 5, 
(See Appendix B for calculations° Since the two s•,ructures are quite similar, bridge 
#1 could be widened for appro×imately the same cost as bridge #6° The annual cost 
of such an improvement would be less than one fifth the $5,728 property damages 
estimated for the recent series of accidents° 

Installation of guardrail J_.n l•.eu of widening at either of the two bridges would 
not reduce the number of accidents. As a result, ma•.ntenanee costs for repairs would 
likely remain high if such an alternative were selected. Again, us•ng the forecasts and 
methodology from reference 18, it can be estimated that the average annual benefits to 
be derived from a guardrail installati.on would be $2,520 whil.e the annual cost would be 
$433 yielding a benefit to cost ratio of 5.8. Thus, widening in each of these two 
cases would be the better alternative° 

It should be emphasized that the benefits to be deri.ved from gua:cdrail, install.a-. 
tions at bridges are due solely to a :reduction in accident, severity. Therefore, the 
benefits derived from the widening of short span bridges typi.cal of those di•scussed 
above should not be con/used with the need to reduce the severity of collisions wi.th 
structures typical of the one shown, earli.er i.n Fi.gure 2. In the latter type situatj.ons 
many older bridges which constitute potential fixed object hazards should be upgraded 
to comply as nearly as possibl.e with the bridge rail service requirements develop{•d by 
Olson, et al. (17) Three of the ten r'equiremem•s (Appendix C) that are particularly get 
mane to the deficiencies found on many exi.sting bridge :rail. systems are: 

(1) A bridge rail system must laterally restrain a selected vehtcleo 

(2) A bridge rail system must remain intact: follow•.ng a collision. 

(3) A bridge rail system must have a compatible approach rail or 
other devi, ce to prevent collisions with the end of the bridge 
rail, 
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Progress toward meet•,ng these three requirements has been made at several locations° 
In Figure 12, for example, structural continuity between the approach rail and bridge 
rail has been obtained by a closer spacing of the approach rail posts adjacent to the 
bridge rail and b.v continuing the guardrail across the length of the bridge• In addi• 
tion, the abili.ty of the rail system to laterally restra•n a veh•,cle and to remain intact 
after a collision is enhanced by anchoring the continuous guardrail to the bridge rail• 
Similar rail systems have been advocated by Tutt and Nixon(19) and the results of the 
present study suggest that:, a progressive program is needed to extend these type treat- 
merits to include as many br•.dges on the pri•mary and arterial system as would be 
practical° 

Slowing, stoppi•ng, or turning traffi, c at intersecti,ons, business entrances, etc•, 
increase accidem potenti, al• When bridges happen to be located adjacent to points of 
h•,gh accident potential their potential for •nvolvement also appears to be increased; 
thus, to some extent creati, ng a simati•on of double jeopardy,, A typ•cal example is given in 
Figure 13, which shows a narrow roadway width bridge located adjacent to an intersection 
where traffic slows or stops for left turns• Collisions with. the r•.ght•hand br•,dge rail have 
resulted from situations where one veh•cle maneuvers to avoid collisi, on with other ve- 
hicles making turn•ng or lane change maneuvers• A business entrance adjacent to the 
right approach to the br•..dg'e pr:obably adds to the t:ra•ffi•c conflicts at th•s particular loca- 
tion•.• Widening of the short span bri.dge would probably be the best alternat•ve for re- 
moving this particula:r: fixed object hazard• 

In the next case study seven fatalities have resulted from single vehicle collisions 
with the right, endpost of the bridge railo In two separate collisions within a period of 
several weeks six fatali•ties resulted from the first, and one from the lasto Both acci- 
dents occurred at n•,ght and vis•b•.l•ty was poor due to fog or rai. W conditions• In these 
two accidents and another in the 1966-67 period driver fat•gue could have been a •actor• 
Approaching the br•.dge (F•.gure 14) there •s a transiti, on from two to four lanes occurring 
simultaneously with a curve to the left•, The approach pavement edge marking is dis- 
continued on the right at an. adjacent intersectS, on, and there i_•s no eenterline lane marking 
in the pavement: transition area. Considering these factors and the environmental, and 
visibility conditions existing at the time of the accidents it is possible that each driver 
mistook the i.nterseetion to the right for the main roadway• •Aeeordingly, they could 
have been misled to the extent that the•r recovery course headed into the bridge endpost• 
Alternately, if the pavement:, edge marking was being used as a guide, one would be 
headed on a course beginning from the potent where the pavement edge marking is dis- 
continued and directed toward the bri, dge endpost while the road actually curves 
leftward° Thus, under the circumstances, the pavement transition, the curve to the 
left, the intersection to the right, and the di.seontinuati•on of the pavement edge marking 
could all have been contributi, ng tactors •,n these accidents° 



• c • :•.. brid?;e iu front of the Figure 12. Approach. continued ac'• 

bridge :'•:::•,i.i.i •:•.•,,. 

Figtwe 13. A narrow :ce:•,Jw•:•,v width bridge located to an inter- 



The results f:.com this study as illustrated by the last two examples, suggest 
that intersections should be located as far away from bridge sites as possible in de• 
sign° Where intersections are located adjacent to structures the main roadway pave- 
ment edge marking should be continued across the intersection° When advantage can 

be taken of main roadway gradi.ents, i, ntersecti, ons should be located to g•ve maxi.mum 
sight, advamage over the bridge rai.lings,.• 

Each. approach to the br'idge i,n the next example (Figure 15) has a transition 
from four lanes to two 1.anes• It might: be expected that transitions of this type would 
tend to have an effect si.mj.lar to that of w•,dening the :roadway but; not the bridge• This 
practice, as prior studies {•15, 1,8,20) have shown, results in increased accident rates, 
Many of. the acci.dents at the structure i,n questi•on have been related to passing maneu• 

vers on the bridge or i,ts approaches•, In a recent accidem of thi.s Evpe a truck went, 
through the steel railing (Fi.gure 16) and off the bri, dge ki.lli,ng the driver• Although 
the bridge is now mar'ked as a no passing zone, it appea:cs that the four lane highway on 

each side of the bridge creates a psychologi.cal "freedom to pass" atl;itude that prevails 
on the two lane bridge as well.• The rail penetr'ati.on i.nci.dent might also suggest that 
r,ei.nforced concrete parapet walls should always be used on the larger, hi.gher, major 
structures such. as th.i.s one,., 

Each of the last i.wo examples demonstrates the general findi, ng t.hat pavemem 
transitions 9n b:r'i.dge approaches should be avoi.ded,.• When tr•ansi.tions are necessary, 
however, they should he completed well i,n advance of the str'ucture t.o al.low dr•.vers 
maximum opportunity to adjust; to the change pr'iof to emer'i.ng the br'idge,• Forbes(21) 
.reports that driver tasks, depending upon the degree of complexity, can r'equ•,re up to 
3 or more seconds° All.owing for lower i.ll.um•nation and othe:r eondit•,ons whi.ch reduce 
visibili.ty this response H,me m•ght be more than doubled• If additi,onal, adjustment time 

were allowed, 10 to 12 seconds m•.ght be a reasonable t•me estimate; and at normal 
speed limits a m•.n•.mum di.stanee of 1000 to 1200 ft•.• between the br•dge and the eompl.etion 
of a lane transition, should be allowed.• 

Inspection of the scene of an accident: can sometimes reveal contributing roadway 
factors that are more r•elated to maintenance o:•: eonst:t:•uetion than to design and obsoles- 

cence• An example of such. a case i•s shown in Fi.gure 17 where several skidding type 
accidents had oecurr•ed on the bridge deck duri.ng wet surface conditions• Significant 
portions of the deck had been repaired with an epoxy surfacing materi.al which had not 
been treated wi.th a deslicking g:r•it (sand) du:['i.ng the i.niti, al applieationo McKeel (22) has 
found that epoxy overlays lose thei, r ski.d rest:stance rather rapidly as the initial grit 
application i,s lost due to wear'o• An epoxy sur'iace with no i, ni.tial deslieking treatment 
could thus be expected to pol•_•sh rapidly under tratfie wear and become very slicks, 



Figure 14. A bridge located at the end of a pavement transition section. 
Two fatal accidents have occurred in collisions with the right- 
hand endpost. (Bridge #10, Table IV. 

Figure 15. A transition from four lanes to two lanes on the approach to 

a major bridge crossing. (Bridge #22, Table IV.) 



Figure 16. Penetrati•:•. of the steel railing of bridge #22 resulting from 
a truck collision. 

Figure 17. An epoxy surface treatment with no initial deslicking sand 
applicatior.'..._ .pr•:,bably contributed to several skidding accidents 
on this dov.ml•.i_!!, and superelevated bridge deck. (Bridge #26, 
Table F•", 
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Interstate Bridges 
168  

A total of 201 accidents at interstate bridges were reviewed. For the bridges 
having two or more accidents during 1966, the roadway geometrics were obtained 
from the roadwayplans for comparison with the accident data. 

Geometrics and Accident Data 

For27 bridge sites* a summary, of certain approach roadway geometrics and 
accident data was tabulated. The approach geometrics were broken down into three 
ranges of curvature, two ranges of grade, and combined curvature with downhill grade 
and tangent with downhill grade. The accidents were divided into five general cate- 
gories as determined from the description given on.the reports. Other general accident 
data such as surface conditions, vehicle speed, driver defects, and vehicle defects were 
included in the summary which.is given.in Table VI. These data show little that would 
not be expected. The majority of the accidents are single vehicle types followed by 
accidents associated with passing maneuvers and slowing, stopping or stalled vehicles. 
Roughly two-thirds to three-quarters of all the accidents involved a collision with the 
bridges. 

Sixteen of the sites have curved approaches, with 13 of these being 1 ° or.less. 
Twenty-three of the sites have downhill approach conditions and generally the higher 
the percent of grade and the higher the degree of curvature, the greater the relative 
percentage of accidents during wet surface conditions. There was no definite trend in 
this regard for snow and ice conditions, but one-quarter to one-third of the accidents 
occurred when these type conditions prevailed. Approximately 50% of the accidents 
occurred when the bridge.deck surface conditions were either wet, snowy or icy whereas, 
for comparison, these conditions existed in 31% of all accidents on the total interstate 
system during 1966. (1) Of 42 individual bridges involved in two or more 1966 accidents, 
62% are approached by a downhill grade of 1,000 feet or more in length. An additional 
24% have downhill approach lengths of greater than 500 ft. Thus, the most dominant 
factor in the bridge accidents appears to be adverse surface conditions particularly 
when longer and steeper approach grades are present. 

At one bridge site (Rte. 95 over the.Meherrin River) 6 of 17 accidents reviewed 
for the pe.riod 1963-1967, involved icy conditions on the bridge deck. These two strue.- 
tures are approached on the north bound lane by a 1.4% downhill grade of approximately 
1600 ft. in length and in the south bound lane by a 3.5% downhill grade of approximately 

*In most cases there are two separate bridges for each site. 
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600 ft. in length. Superposition of icy deck conditions on the long and relatively steep 
downhill approaches would explain some of the high accident frequency at this location. 
An ice warning device (such as that mentioned earlier) at this and similar .locations 
might prove beneficial. 

Considering all the 1966 bridge site accidents that were reviewed, 33% had icy 
orsnowy (excluding wet) surface conditions° The comparable figure on the primary and 
arterial system bridges was 21% (see Table V). The higher percentage on the interstate 
bridges suggests that freer traffic flow and higher speeds on these type highways con- 
tribute to higher accident rates during icy and snowy conditions° Many drivers apparently 
are either not aware of the fact that when moisture is present during freezing tempera- 
tures ice will form on bridge decks before on the roadway, or they are not making 
adequate speed adjustments for poor surface conditions. 

It is difficult to evaluate the bridge roadway-approach roadway relationships on 
all of the bridge sites investigated due to variations in ramp intersections at interchanges, 
etc. At 19 of the sites, however, it was found, as shown in Table VII, that 63% of the 
most accident prone interstate bridges had clear roadway widths in the 28-30 ft. range 
whereas the remaining 37% were in the 40-42 ft• range. Seventy-four percent of the 
sites had a bridge to approach roadway width ratio of less than 0.8• Though these data 
are limited, the results are in line with those on the primary and arterial system, i.e., 
bridges with WB/WR ratios less than 0o 8 are generally more accident prone. 

TABLE VII 

BRIDGE AND APPROACH ROADWAY WIDTH RELATIONSHIPS 
AT 19 INTERSTATE BRIDGE SITES 

Bridge 
Sites 

19 

Bridge Clear 
Roadway Width 

28 30' 
NO. 

sites 

12 63 

Bridge Approach Roadway 
Width Ratio (W B/W R) 

0. s 

sites % 

37 14 74 

0. Sto 0.9 
No. 
sites 

5 26 
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Draw and Swin_•, Span Bcidg•s__ 

Factors contr'ibuting to accidems at four draw or swing span type bridges are 
summarized in Table VII1 from comments made by state police offieerso Inadequate 
warning to traffic approaching backed up, stopped o:c slowed vehicles was considered 
a major accident factor at thr'ee of the touc bri, dges• Transitions from four lanes to 
two lanes on the bridge approach, stalled vehicles, and skidding on wet steel grated 
decks were next in order of the frequency •mentionedo 

TA,B LE VIII 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO ACCIDENTS AT DRAW AND SWING SPAN BRIDGES 
(State Police Commems) 

Contributing Factor 

Inadequate warning 
to traffic approach- 
ing backed up, 
stopped or slowed 
vehicles 

Transitions from 
lanes to 2 lanes on 

bridge approach 

Low vertical 
clearance 

Stalled vehicles 

Stopping for' toll 
plaza 

Skidding on wet: st, eel 
grated deck 

Rte•.• 301 ovec 

Rappahannock 
Ri,ver 

(Port Royal) 

X 

X 

X 

,Rteo 17 over' 

James River 
(Ne wpo:rt News) 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Rte,, 17 over 

York River 
(Yorktown) 

X 

Rte, 495 over 

Potomac River 
(Alexandria) 

X 

X 



Case Studies 

Pavement transitions have been discussed earlier in the report and will not be 
covered further° The remaining factors listed above can be reviewed by case studies 
of accidents on the Rte. 17 bridge over the York River and the Rte. 17 bridge over the 
James River. These two case studies illustrate the major accident problems at the 
four sites and offer the added advantage of an evaluation of the effectiveness of steel 
studs (Figure 18) which were applied to the steel grated deck spans in late 1967 to 
reduce skidding accidents° 

In 1966 there were 9 accidents reported on the Rteo 17 bridge over the York River. 
All occurred on the steel grating; seven during rainy weather and one during snowy condi- 
tions. In 1969, after the application of the steel studs, there were 3 accidents reported 
all of which occurred during dry surface conditions and the steel deck was not considered 
to be a contributing factor. Neglecting a slight increase in traffic volume between 1966 
and 1969, the 67% decrease in accidents indicates that the application of the studs has 
been very beneficial° Significant reductions in accidents have also been reported(23) in 
Pennsylvania where studs were applied to a number of steel deck bridges in 1967. 

Figure 18o Steel grated deck with steel studs attached 
to •mprove skid resistance° 



A comparison, oI th,-• cepot"ted accidents on the 40 6 miles long James River 
b:r'i.dge for 1966 and 1.969 i.s pL_•:esented in Table, liX• The data indicate that slo\v•.ng 
or backed up traffic rather than the slippery steel deck spans account for' the large 
number of rear end collisions on this st:t•uctureo The rear end accidents usually are 
related to traffic stoppage for th(• opened span., to slow moving vehicles, to stalled 
vehicles or t,o another, acei.dent,.• A common characteristic of the rear end collisions 
is a situation involving considerable traffic baekUpo This is in. agreement with the 
comments of the state poli.ce who feel that approaching vehicles are not adequately 
warned of del.ayed traffic s•.tuationso In additfon 1o ih(} present warning system, they 
recommend installati.on of: (a) red fl,a.shi.ng lights on. the ov(,rhead tcuss strucnn:'e for.' 
use during span openings, (b) amb(i:r lights spaced at •00 ft..• intervals down the length 
of' the bridge for use dur•.ng stalled t:r'aIf•.e si.tuations and (e) flashing amber lights on 
the north and south sides of the *oll plaza to warn approach.•.ng vehicles of slowing :•nd 
stopping traffic,• It •s impossi.ble to predict the effect•.v(•ncss of the suggested inslal 
lations, but due to the, lacg(• number' of accidents involved, these of similac warning 
installations should be given cons•decatfon at, all thcee of the bcidges where inadequ.ate 
warning to app:r'oaehin.g traffic t;Table Villi) is consider't:•d a pcoblem.0 

TABLE IX 

,ACCIDENTS ON THE RTE,,• 17 BRIDGE OVER THE JAMES RIVER 
AT NEWPORT INEWS 

(1966 & 19t•9) 

Year 

1966 

1969 

T•pe of .Accidents 
Rear 
End 

2 0 

18 

Passing 

10 

Vehicle 

5 

M is ce 11 aneous 

10 

Total Noo 
of' 

Accidents 

34 

49 

*Based on the number of accidents per 100 mill.ion vehicle miles traveled° 

Accident 
Rate* 

357 

357 

It is difficult in many cases to ascertain from the accident ceports whether the 
steel grating on the Rte, 17 James River brf•dge actual.l,y contribute•d to certain accidents• 
In addit•on, since the accident ,r:•.te for 1969 is the same as that for 1966, the effect•,veness 
of the steel deck sluds in reducing aceid•mis cannot be determined,• Cons•.de:cing that the 
steel, decking repr'esents only a ver'y shorl distance of the total. 4,• 6 mile length, however', 
the di.fficulty •.n using accident :•epor'ts •o evaluate the studdf, ng on this structu:ce is to be 
expected•, 



SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

Evaluation of Accident Report Data for Use in Research 

The current Virginia highway accident report is a good source of general information, 
but for roadway research purposes supplemental data •rom other sources are neces- 

sary for general evaluations of roadway factors° For specific evaluations of road- 
way. and structural design features the information contained in the reports is 
usually inadequate° 

The typical accident reports' usefulness to research is limited primarily by the in- 
adequacies of the "check list" type format, lack of detail, and incomplete reporting. 

It would be impractical to complete all accident reports in such a manner as to 
maximize their value to research° Accordingly, specially design accident reports 
should be used for specific roadway research objectives and the geographic area of 
study limited to carefully selected regions° (Suggestions along these lines are given 
in Appendix A. 

Questionnaire Replies (State Police and Highway_.Engine.ers) 

Probably because accident investigation is one of their regular duties, state police 
officers are more likely than most highway engineers to recognize the more subtle 
roadway factors which might contribute to accident frequency and/or severity at 
bridge sites° 

Some of the replying engineers appeared more inclined than did the state police 
officers to accept driver errors as the basic cause ot• most accidents. There was 
good general agreement between the two groups, however, regarding the most 
common roadway factors which they Ielt contributed to accidents at bridge sites. 

Periodic formal meetings of limited scope between highway design engineers and 
state police officers might serve to define some areas where new design criteria 
would be beneficial to highway safety° 

Arterial and l•rimar•em Bridge__•s 

The results of the field inspections conducted in this study and the summary of 
the state police questionnaire comments were in general agreement regarding 
the most common roadway geometrics at arterial and primary system bridge 
sites with past accident histories. 
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These t'ac;t-,rs can be l•s•e•d as follows" 

Nar:•:ow bridge r'oadway width Accident potential appears to be, 
higher at b:r:idge s{,i:es wh•:r'e the :cat{,o of bridge :roadway width to 
approach :roadway w•.dth tineluding i•he approach shoulder) is less 
than 

(b) Approach :_•:oadway" curvature Lett curved approach alignment 
appea:rs to be a dominant factor',, ()f 20 sites surveyed which had 
approach t"oadway curva.tu•e, 85% had left: eurved ali•tn.ent on at 
least ont• approach dS•'{•ction whereas 45% we•Te eut•ed to the :right• 

Pavem(mt t.:r•ans{tions on .t,r'idge app:coaches Tcansiti.ons from four' 
lanes •o two lanes and v•ce versa on. br•dge a.pproacb.es tend to place 
gr.°eater demand on the per'ceptual and decision making capabilities of 
drivers,, Aceord•ngl.y, the. potential, for accidents •.,nvolving structural 
componems of the bri•dge appears •.o be increased• 

(d) Inte:rsections adja.ceni to br'idges., 

Downhf.ll. approach grudients.•, 

Br'•..dge curvatu:re• 

Cornbf.na!i.ons oi :any' of t:h•.• above factors,, 

A significant, nu.mbe•r of older b:r•_dges (60% of those surveyed) on art:er•.al and 
pr'{.mary syst•.:•m hav•_• exposed rail endposts which constitute a I•xed object hazard• 

Where g•a:rdrail •,s :install•ed on bri, dge approach sh.oulde:•:s seldo:m is •.t anchored 
to the bridge rai, in such a manne:r as to prov•_.de for structural continuity between 
the approach :raJ.i and bt:idge :railo 

(14) The severi.ty of accidents at maw arterial and primary bridges in Virginia could 
be reduced by f.nstalEng approach guardrails which are either effectively anchored 
to the existi.ng bridge rai.1 or' eont•,m•e across the full length o• the bridge by at• 
tachment i:.o the fr'on• tare of the existing bridge railo 

(5) An analysis ota narrow r:oa+dway width, single span bridge which has been widened 
suggests that widening WoalLd yield favorable cost to benefit ratios for similar 
improvements to other• narrow roadway w•,dth short length bridges which have 
accident hist, ories 



(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

On two lane highways, narrow roadway width bridges which are located 
within passing opportunity sections appear to have greater potential for 
being involved in accidents° 

Many of the existing bridge railings on older bridges will not restrain a 

standard sized vehicle nor will they rema•r• intact following a collision. 
A recent penetration of a steel handrail on the Rteo 2fiA bridge over the 
James River at Lynchburg, Virginia, suggests that parapet (barrier) wall 
designs should be used on all major structures in the future. 

Th• discontinuation of main roadway pavement edge striping at intersections 
adjacent to bridges may be misleading or confusing to motorists approaching 
such situations under certain adverse environmental or physical conditions. 

Intersections and entrances adjacent to bridge sites appear to increase the 
potential of collisions with the structures. Factors involved include obstruc- 
tion of view due to the bridge railings, increased traffic conflicts at the fixed 
object location, and under certain conditions, intersections can be confusing 
to the approaching motorist (see item 8 above). 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Interstate Brid• 

The most dominant factor in the 1966 bridge accidents studied on the inter- 
state system was adverse surface conditions (wet, snowy, icy, etco 
particularly when longer and steeper approach grades are present° 

A larger proportion of accidents (33% of the 1966 accidents studied) occur on 

interstate bridges when icy or snowy surface conditions exist than on primary 
system bridges (21% of the 1966 accidents studied)° This fact suggests that 
many motorists are either unaware that ice will form on bridge decks before 
on the roadway, or they are not making adequate speed adjustments for poor 
surface conditions on high speed highways° 

Similar to the results on the primary and arterial system, interstate bridge 
sites appear to be more accident prone where the ratio of bridge roadway 
width to approach roadway width (including the shoulders) is less than 0o 80. 
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Draw and Sw•ng Span Brid eg_e_S_ 

Rear end collisions resulting from vehicles approaching unexpected situations 
of stopped, slowed or stalled or backed up traffic has been a major accident 
factor at three of the four bridges reviewed (see Table VIII of the report)• 

Based on a comparison of 1966 and 1969 accident data, the installation of steel 
studs on the steel grated deck-of the Rteo 17 bridge over the York River has 
significantly reduced skidding accidents° 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the results of this study, the following recommendations appear to 
be justified. 

Exi sting__B•• 

(I) That a program be •.nitiated requiring the ultimate installat•.on of approach 
guardrail on all existing primary and arter•.al system bridges• wh•.eh are 
not scheduled for early replacement, which presently have no approach 
guardrail at all, and which have ADT volumes of 1000 VPD or greater. 
Abutments and piers of overpass ra•lroads or other roadways should be 
included in such a program° For those bridge sites falling in the above 
category early preference should be given to the bridges which 

(a) have a rat•.o of clear roadway w•dth to approach roadway 
w•.dth (•ncluding the shoulders) of less than 0o 80, 

(b) have approach roadway curvature particularly 
curvature to the left, 

(c) have approach pavement transitions or lane drops, 

(d) have intersections or entrances adjacent to the 
structure, (in some instances of, course, installation 
of guardrail at these locations will be hampered), or 

(e) are located w•thin a passing opportunity section of 
roadway° 

The approach guardra•l should be designed to either overlap and 
be anchored to the ends of the bridge railing or continue across the length 
of the bridge attached to the front face of the existing bridge railing, A• 
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overpass str.uctures the approach guardrail should overlap and be blocked 
outward from the face of abutments to allow for maximum possible energy 
absorption° 

(2) That for existing bridge sites having approach guardrails which are not 
overlapped and anchored to the bridge railing, a secondary program be 
initiated requiring upgrading of these systems to meet the standards 
suggested above• The conditions and priority guidelines outlined above 
are also recommended. 

(3) That for short span length narrow roadway width bridges (typical of those 
shown in Figures 5 and 9 of the report) with accident histories, it is rec- 
ommendedthat widening these structures to equal the full approach road- 
way shoulder width be considered the best alternative in the program 
outlined in paragraphs 1 and 2o 

(4) That liberal use of re£1ectorized paints on bridge endposts and railings and 
the use ot• reflectors (delineators) on bridge approaches be continued. 

(5) That main roadway pavement edge striping be continued across intersections 
which are located adjacent to or on the approaches to bridges. 

(6) That a high priority be given to the design and construction of bridges and 
improvements at locations where temporary transitions from four to two 
lanes on bridge (or underpass) approaches exist. (A case in point is the 
Rteo 29A bridge over the James River at Lynchburg, Virginia° 

(7) That consideration be given to the state police recommendations (outlined 
in the report) regarding the installation of additional warning lights for 
approaching traffic on the Rteo 17 bridge over the James River and other 
toll draw span •acilities having a high incidence of rear end collisions° 

(8) That interstate bridges with long downhill approach gradients that have been 
the scene of frequent accidents (such as Rteo 95 over the Meherrin River) be 
considered as potential locations for ice warning devices. 

Desig_• 

As precautionary considerations during planning and design: 

(i) Temporary or permanent pavement transitions on bridge approaches should 
be avoided. Where transitions cannot be avoided, a minimum distance of 
1,000 to 1,200 fto between the bridge and the completion o1• the transition 
should be allowed. 
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(2) 

(3) 

The location of intersections or entrances immediately adjacent to 
bridges should be avoided wherever possible in desigm Necessary 
intersections should be located as far from the structure as possible; 
and where advantage can be taken of main [oadway gradients, inter- 
sections should be located to give maximum sight advantage over the 
bridge railings° 

The penetration of several bridge railings observed during the study 
tends to substamiate the current design policy of using barrier wall 
designs for bridge railings° It is therefore recommended that this 
design policy be continued particularly for use on all major 
structures° 

(i) 

(2) 

(3) 

General 

That periodic formal meetings between state police representatives and design 
engineers be heldo E•ach meeting should be restricted to a discussion of a specific 
roadway feature such as guardrails, bridges, etco, and scheduled to allow adequate 
time for the state police divisions to select and prepare case studies that they feel 
will demonstrate problem areas° 

That through communications issued by the Highway Safety Division or others the 
general public be warned of the potential dangers on bridge decks due to early icing 
during periods of freezing temperatures when moisture is present° 

That for any futur• studies of accidents involving bridges, special accident forms 
be devised to supply the data outlined in Appendix A, and the study be limited to 
carefully selected geographic areas containing bridges of, particular interest° 
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APPENDIX A 

ADDITIONAL ACCIDENT INFORMATION NEEDED IN RESEARCH 

It is suggested that for possible future studies of roadway structures, the 
following additional accident •nformat•on be obtained whenever possible: 

Diagrams of the accident which would include (a) the approximate 
distance from the structure where eont•rol of the vehicle was lost 
or where an initi, al collision or abnormal maneuver occurred, 
(b) the path and the d•,stance the vehicle(s) traveled before and after 
collision with, the structure, (e) the approximate angle of departure 
from the roadway and angle of collision w•th the structure, (d) the 
location and deser•ption of the part of' the structure involved, and 
(e) the approximate speed at i, mpaet with the struemreo A sample 
accident diagram form, whi, eh has been used •n another study(11) 
and is shown in Figure A•I, m•ght aid in collecting the type data 
suggested° 

An additional standard diagram woul,d be desirable for recording the 
approximate degree of damage to veh•,eies stri, king structural eomponentso 
This information could aid in evaluating the effectiveness of structural 
designs such as the bridge rail-guardrail systems now in use• 

3• An additional section for the investigating oHicer to describe specific 
roadway factors which he feels may have contributed to the cause or 
severity of the aeeidento 

4• The clear width, of the br•,dge and the approach roadway should be 
measured and recorded at the accident site when, bridges are involved° 

More specific information i•s needed on the roadway alignment and grade 
in the area where the accident oceurso This information could best be 
obtained by channelling the accident report through the district highway 
office concerned, and would necessitate that the exact location of the 
structure involved be more clearly i, dentified than i•s presently the case 
in some instanees 

Photographs should be taken at the scene of accidents to complement and 
aid in the interpretation of other data° 
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ACCIDENT NO. 
ACCIDENT DATA COLLECTION STUDY: PATH OF VEHICLE 

OHIO STATE HIGHWAY PATROL CORNEL. L AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 

DATE OFFICER TRAN$11•ORTATION RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 

VEHICLE DATA YEAR MAKE MODEL BODY STYLE 

ODOMETER READING 
[--'-] [---'] ['---] F"• •] ,• 

ESTIMATED SPEED PRIOR TO IMPACT AT IMPACT 

270 

80 

Figure A•lo [From Re,,fc:cence• 11o Se(• •ns!r•lcz•ons for •_s• on next page, 



SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING 

PATH OF VEHICLE STUDY 

DIAGRAM" 

Single vehicle accidents" 

Locate the point where the vehicle left the surfaced roadway. Place the 
clipboard parallel with the edge of the road at this point with the top of the 
clipboard pointing in the direction the vehicle was traveling. Leave in this 
position until all directions are marked. 

Aim the pointer at the center of the vehicle. Mark this direction through 
the arrow on the pointer and label "V" for vehicle. Measure distance 
from point of departure to vehicle. 

Aim pointer along path of vehicle departure if different than position at 
rest. Mark this direction and label"'P". 

Aim pointer at any object (tree, pole, etc.) struck by the vehicle, or any 
other item (ditch, embankment, etc. that caused a change in path of 
vehicle. Measure distance from point of departure to object. Indicate 
road width. Clipboard may now be picked up. 

Sketch the general arrangement of the roadway and the accident scene. 
Show any skid marks or traces of vehicle path as well as the orientation 
of the vehicle in its final resting place. 

PHOTOG RAPHY" 

Adequate photographic coverage is essential to this study. 

What photographs are required? 

Path of Vehicle. 

1. From the clipboard at edge of highway take photograph of path 
of departure and vehicle in final resting position. 

2. From a distance of 10 feet from the point of departure (see sketch) 
take a photograph centering the edge of the highway and point of 
departure in the view finder. To accentuate the path of departure 
in the processed photograph, place a yardstick or extended length 
of a tapemeasure on or parallel to the path of departure. 

I0' 

••-- 
•./ EDGE OF HIGHWAY 

POD 

•w_•ay and Berm. Again from position at clipboard photograph the edge 
of highwa.y including berm in the direction from which vehicle was traveling. 
Vehicle. Photos of the damaged vehicle are necessary. Close-up shots 
should be included. 

_Objects struck. Include photos of any or all objects struck by vehicle. 

Full photographic coverage should consist of six to eight photos depending 
on circumstances. 





APPENDIX B 

COST-BENEFIT CALCULATIONS FOR WIDENING BRIDGE #6 (TABLE IV), 
CASE STUDY 4#2, (USING PROCEDURES FROM REFERENCE 18, pp. 65-73.) 

Costs: The net average annual cost of the widened bridge is 
calculated from: 

AH ClK 1 + AM (1) 

where, 

Net average annual cost of improvements 

C 1 Capital cost 

K 1 Capital recovery factor 

AM Change in annual maintenance and operation costs. 

Assume: 

30 year service life, 

interest 6% 

Maintenance before improvement $300 per year 

Maintenance after improvement $50 per year 

Initial Cost of improvement $17,000 

AH 17,000 (•07265) + (50- 300) 

$985 

Benefits: Annual benefits can be calculated from•" 

B $(QPFINFI + 360 PANpD) A A (• +F) (2) 



where, 

B Annual benefits, dollars 

PFI Fractional reduction in fatalities-injuries 

PA Fractional reduction in acci•dents 

Q Average cost per fatality-injury $3,870 for rural 
highways in 1968o (see reference 18, pages 67•68, and 
reference 24 for Accident Cost data° 

NFI Annual number of combined fatalities and injuries prior 
to improvements. 

NpD Annual number of property damage accidents• 

A A Average daily traffic over the expected service life after 
improvements° 

A B Average daily traffic for period immediately before improve• 
ments• 

F Intangible benefits (suffering, grief, loss of life, etco) 

The following average annual acci, dent record for the bridge site will, be used in 
the calculations° Note that these figures are estimates which are believed to be reasonable 
based on the experience and information obtained from the smdy• 

1• 5 accidents 
0• 2 fatalities 
1.0 injuries 
1.5 property damage accidents 

In addition the following facts and estimates will be used" 

Approach pavement wi•dth: 
Bridge width: 
ADT (1969): 
Est,.mated ADT next 20 years. 
Bridge widened to: 

23fto 
23ft. 
3,950 VPD 
7,000 VPD 
40 ft. 



The curves of Figures 10 and 11 can be extrapolated to obtain estimated values 

for P FI= 0•95 and PA-0o95* The value of Fwillbe estimated at0o3, Using all the 
information given above in equation (2)" 

B $11,350 

Net Safety Benefit" The net safety benefit is equal to the annual dollar benefits, B, less 
the annual costs, A Ho 

B AH $10,365 

Benefit to Cost ratio- 

B $11,350 11•5 
AH $ 985 





APPI•NDIX- C 

BRIDGE RAIL SERVICE, REQUIREMENTS(17) 

A bridge rail system must laterally restrain a selected vehicle. 

2• A bridge rail system must minimize vehicle decelerations° 

3• A bridge rail system must smoothly redirect a colliding vehicle, 

A bridge rail. system must remain intact followi.ng a collisiom 

5• A bridge rail system which serves vehicles and pedestrians must provide 
protection for vehicle occupants and pedestrians• 

6• A bridge rail system must have a compatible approach rail or other device 
to prevent collisi.ons with the end of the bridge rail system• 

A bridge rail system must define yet permit adequate visibility. 

8• A bridge rail, must project ins•_.de the face of an•v required curb° 

9. A bridge rail system must be susceptible of quick repair. 

The foregoing requi.rements must be met by giving emphasis first to safety, 
second to economies, and third to aesthetics° 




